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Abstract

This study on the development of Solid State Lighting (SSL) technology is conducted with 

the help of the Social  Construction of Technology (SCOT) as a theoretical  framework.  It 

analyzes  the  upcoming  technological  change  in  illumination  techniques  and  the  possible 

consequences for the established actors in the lighting industry. It is argued that there is a 

lock-in situation in the current market for general lighting applications, which is partly the 

reason  why  in  this  thesis  incentives  and  ideas  have  been  sought  in  order  to  stimulate 

development and diffusion of SSL technology in society. SSL technology holds the potential 

to become the new prevailing means of illumination in the general lighting market, hence the 

reason to analyze the concept of disruptivity for SSL. The key to development in SSL for 

general lighting may lay in the total deviation of existing designs for fixtures and artefacts 

such as a bulb, or tube. Once these problems are overcome and SSL is developed to its true 

potential,  illumination  could  become  something  magnificent  again,  and  significantly 

contribute to a better environment with less CO2 emissions.  

Key words

Technological  change;  social  construction  of  technology;  diffusion;  disruptivity; 

development. 
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-CHAPTER ONE-

Introduction

1.1 Artificial Lighting 

Artificial  lighting  is  one  of  the  main  sources  of  human  development.  Without  it 

humankind would not be as developed as it is today. The history of artificial lighting can be 

explained by technological waves. These ‘waves’ show that although there have been many 

different  kinds  of  lighting  technology,  there  were only a  few which became prevalent  in 

society.  From gas lighting around the turn of the 19th century to the invention of the first 

electric  incandescent  bulbs  around  the  1870s  to  General  Electric’s  introduction  of  the 

fluorescent  lamp around the beginning of  the second World War,  these innovations  have 

become humanities prevalent means of artificial lighting. Why exactly these three innovations 

became prevalent is disputable, but in general the prevalence of a technology over an existing 

one  is  determined  by a  combination  of  different  factors  and  events  mainly  coming  from 

society, government and industry. To give an example of such an event, the oil crisis in the 

1970s caused panic among consumers in the United States (US) which among other things 

resulted in a shift in market demand towards more efficient means of lighting, or in this case 

from  incandescent  to  fluorescent  lighting,  in  order  for  people  to  save  money  on  their 

electricity costs, which had gone up due to the high prices of crude oil. Also government has 

always played an important role in steering the lighting industry, especially when it comes to 

fluorescent lights, tax incentives and different government campaigns have been and still are 

crucial  for  fluorescent  lighting  to  gain  popularity  among  consumers.  For  these  three 

innovations, gas, incandescent and fluorescent lighting, their status depended a lot on the way 

in which the consumer accepted it as a means to illuminate their home. As said there are a lot 

of other aspects which are important for a technology to become prevalent, but in connection 
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to the research question given in the next sub chapters home usage represents a very important 

aspect for this thesis. The relatively new lighting technology, Solid State Lighting (SSL) is 

viewed by many people as the upcoming technological wave which like the three previous 

ones  holds  the  possibility  of  initiating  a  revolution  in  current  lighting  technologies.  The 

widespread application area of the technology makes the future of illumination look brighter 

then ever. 

Contemporary  consumer  behaviour  is  currently  showing  a  shift  towards  ‘green’ 

thinking, which is partly caused by the issue of global warming. This shift requires products 

to have a minimum impact on environment and the ability to be labelled as ‘sustainable’. 

With the non-use of Mercury gas –used in Compact  Fluorescent Lamps (CFL)– and high 

increase of lifetime, which will also become evident in the next chapter, products based on 

SSL technology will not have any problem with this shift. On a more negative note, artificial 

lighting is also the cause of something called lighting pollution. This ‘pollution’ only becomes 

visible if someone looks for instance out of a small window in an airplane at night. Some of 

the effects of this phenomenon are that it can disrupt ecosystems, give a distorted view of the 

sky,  especially for people living in big cities, and worst of all, it is a sign that substantial 

amounts of energy are being wasted. To emphasize that this shift towards green is nothing 

more than a necessity for lighting technology, Figures one and two show a comparison of the 

situation in Europe in 1998 and 2025.
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Figure 1 and 2: Lighting pollution situation in Europe in the year 1998 (left) and future estimation of the 

year 2025 (right).

Figures 1 and 2 are night-time images of excessive light shining towards the sky in 

Europe. These are obtained from the Italian Light Pollution Science and Technology Institute 

(ISTIL), which among others uses data from the Defence Meteorological Satellite Program 

(DMSP)  of  the  United  States  Air  Force  (USAF)  to  study  the  negative  effects  of  light 

pollution. The colours used in the two figures represent ratios between artificial and natural 

sky brightness, where in successive order yellow, orange, red and pink show the areas where 

light pollution is present. Note especially the pink parts around the major cities in the United 

Kingdom (UK), and the large area in the Netherlands, which ranges from approximately the 

area called Randstad∗ in the Netherlands until  the Ruhrgebiet∗ in Germany.  Naturally this 

increase in energy waste also involves an increase in CO2 emissions, which is a good reason 

why humankind should never give up its search for innovative, and ever more sustainable 

lighting technologies, or for that matter ever more ‘green’ technologies.

 The Randstad is an urbanized area in the Netherlands consisting of four major cities and its surroundings: 
Amsterdam, Rotterdam, the Hague and Utrecht and has over 7 million inhabitants.

 The Ruhrgebiet is an urbanized area in the German state of North Rhine-Westphalia, and is part of the larger 
metropolitan area called Rhine-Ruhr which has over 12 million inhabitants.
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1.2 Research Questions

The central  point of discussion is the development  of SSL technology.  In the first 

place a global overview of the SSL industry and its surroundings is given, and by focusing on 

the development of white light from SSL the link is made to the general lighting market. To 

clarify the use of the term SSL, ‘Solid State Lighting’ is used as an umbrella term for all 

lighting techniques derived from Light Emitting Diode (LED) technology. This also covers 

more recent technologies such as organic LED (OLED) and white organic LED (WOLED), in 

order to avoid confusion the terms used throughout the thesis remain Solid State Lighting 

(SSL), and Light Emitting Diode (LED).  

The main research question is: “How will SSL technology change the way we think 

about illumination?” To find an answer to this rather broad question it would normally be a 

good idea to conduct a quantitative market survey, to see what the consumer thinks about an 

SSL product. Unfortunately SSL technology for general lighting is still in a developing phase, 

which more or less rules out the option to conduct  such a survey.  Once SSL for general 

lighting applications gains a place among the vested techniques, such as incandescent bulbs 

and CFL, then a survey like this would be more suitable. For many people SSL technology 

represents technological change, and what is particularly of interest for this thesis is the way 

in which consumers will experience this phenomenon. By analyzing SSL technology with the 

help of two different concepts, namely disruptivity and diffusion, an attempt has been made to 

answer the main research question. There are two sub questions derived from these concepts, 

the first one questioning “if SSL is a disruptive technology?” And the second one how we can 

stimulate diffusion of SSL technology, hence the question: “How can we stimulate diffusion 

of  SSL  technology?”  The  first  sub  question  about  disruptiveness  may  sound  rhetorical, 

because of the speed at which SSL technology is replacing all kinds of light sources around 
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us,  but  for  general  lighting  this  still  has  not  occurred  yet,  which  makes  it  all  the  more 

interesting to find out if it will be the same in the general lighting market.   

1.3 Scope and influence

The scope of this thesis is an aspect which requires some explanation. Although it was 

initially the intention to limit the scope only to the European Union (EU), it became evident 

during the research phase that the global characteristics of the actors involved make this a 

rather difficult  task. Especially the corporations in the LED manufacturing branch of SSL 

reach far outside the EU and have bifurcations  in different  global  networks and fields  of 

industry.  Nevertheless in an attempt to shift  the focus again to the EU, most  of the non-

governmental  organisations  (NGO)  discussed  in  the  thesis  are  operating  on  a  EU  level. 

Furthermore  the  analysis  of  the  EUs  Seventh  Research  Framework  Programme  (FP7) 

enhances the limitation to the EU again. The possible influence this could have on the thesis 

outcomes are not necessarily positive or negative, but it is just something which you might 

want to keep in mind when you are going through the contents. 

To elaborate further on personal influence, my experience with engineering and design 

processes have made me view technology as an instrument, or tool that can be mastered by 

humanity in order to make life easier. Because this does not embody all the aspects which 

make SSL technology such an interesting topic to study, a broader, and perhaps more suitable 

description is that “it deals with the creation and use of technical means and their interrelation 

with  life,  society,  and  the  environment”  (Dictionary.com,  2007).  Especially  in  the  fifth 

chapter it will become clear why SSL is so much more than just a technology that can make 

life easier. Other influences on the thesis content and outcomes are coming from the book 

from W. Bijker, “Of Bicycles, Bakelites, and Bulbs” (Bijker, 1995). Throughout the chapters 
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there are some interesting comparisons made from the SSL industry with the story about the 

social construction of fluorescent lighting in the book from Bijker (Bijker, 1995: 199-267). 

Furthermore the use of the social construction of technology (SCOT) framework approach is 

also borrowed from this book. What follows in the next chapter is a further introduction to 

SSL technology. This hopefully creates an understandable picture of SSL, without delving 

deep into the technology, to enhance the accessibility of the contents.   
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-CHAPTER TWO-

Solid State Lighting

In  this  chapter  the  introduction  to  the topic  is  taken  a  step  further  by creating  an 

overview of SSL technology. Through an analysis of the background and benefits of SSL it 

becomes evident that it is a technology which crosses disciplinary borders and holds promises 

for  a  wide  range  of  fields.  First  the  current  technological  development  status  of  SSL is 

analyzed with the help of a comparison table, where SSL is contrasted with incandescent and 

fluorescent  techniques.  As  mentioned  previously  in  chapter  one,  white  light  from  SSL 

represents the part which is most relevant for the discussion at hand, because this part has the 

potential to become the replacement technology for our contemporary means of illumination 

and changing the way people think about illumination in general. Second there is a brief part 

which questions ‘why’ consumers  should or should not make the choice for SSL lighting 

products. Basically the ‘what’ and ‘why’ questions about SSL technology ought to be made 

more clear after this, and from that we move on to the problems which the technology is 

currently facing. To conclude the introduction of SSL attention is given to the concepts of 

disruptivity and diffusion.

2.1 Background and benefits

The history of SSL technology starts with the discovery that light was being emitted 

when  a  current  flowed  through  a  certain  type  of  crystal.  This  discovery  was  made 

approximately one hundred years ago by “a radio engineer called Henry J. Round” (Schubert 

et al, 2006: 3071). Around forty years later during the 1960s the first red and green LEDs 

suitable for practical use in various electronic applications were developed. It was only at the 
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end of 1993, another thirty years later that the Japanese professor Shuji Nakamura “succeeded 

in making the first commercial-based blue LEDs” (Science Watch, 2000: 3). With this major 

innovation the red, green and blue (RGB) colour spectrum was completed, which among other 

things made the path clear to start developing white light from LED. In order to create these 

RGB-  and  also  white  light  patterns,  different  phosphors  are  used.  Therefore,  it  is  not 

surprising that a large part of the background of SSL lays in the chemistry sector. The other 

part which forms the background for SSL technology is the multibillion dollar semiconductor 

industry. A semiconductor is not an actual product in itself, but can better be described as a 

component, which is at the base of nearly all electronic circuits. The way it is used in an LED 

it  can  be  compared  with  the  gas  tube,  or  vacuum of  incandescent  and  fluorescent  light 

sources. 

As mentioned previously, the basic explanation of how an LED works is that light is 

being  emitted  when  a  current  flows  through  a  certain  type  of  crystal.  Compared  to 

incandescent, where because of the use of a rather fragile filament most energy is converted 

into heat, or fluorescent, where a current has to flow through a gas-filled type of lamp or tube 

to create ultraviolet radiation (UV) which then again has to be converted into white light, this 

looks in first instance like a much easier process to create light. On the one hand there is of 

course  more  to  it  than  these  rather  non-technical  explanations,  but  on  the  other  hand 

explaining  lighting  technologies  in  this  way has its  advantages.  Not only does  it  give an 

understandable impression of what SSL technology is about, also for the layman, but it also 

reveals partly where the beneficial aspects come from which SSL technology claims to have 

over  the  current  lighting  techniques.  The  first  aspect  refers  to  the  non-moving  parts,  the 

technology is in ‘solid state’. The non-use of a filament and vacuum improves the durability 

and broadens the application range to for example outdoor usage,  and other places which 
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requires light sources to be more shock-resistant. The second one is that this process, the way 

light  is  created by SSL technology is  far  more  efficient.  It  produces less heat,  instead of 

converting over 90% of the input into heat as with incandescent, SSL converts much more of 

the  input  into  light.  Table  1  shows  that  although  the  efficiency  might  still  be  lacking 

compared  to  CFL  sources  currently  available  on  the  market,  other  technical  features 

emphasize the need for further development of SSL for general lighting purposes.  

Table 1: Comparison table of technical features from Incandescent, CFL- and SSL technology. 

Table  1 is  based  on  a  comparison  table  from the  Light  Up  The  World  (LUTW) 

foundation,  which  brings  white  light  sources  based  on  LED technology  –in  the  form of 

WLED– powered by electricity derived from solar panels to places in developing countries 

with  no  access  to  electricity  networks.  Although  the  foundation  does  have  different 
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applications and designs, these are not likely to be accepted in the general lighting market, 

because obviously the European consumer is used to much higher standards than the people to 

whom the LUTW is bringing light, from which some of them have never even seen other 

artificial light than fuel-based light sources. This is also the reason why there are no market 

values given in the comparison table,  although there are undoubtedly many different SSL 

products currently available on the lighting market, the “dominant design” (Utterback, 1994: 

18), for general lighting practices has not emerged yet. To explain Table 1, the efficiency is 

given in Lumens per Watt [Lm/W], which is basically the amount of light coming from a light 

source per unit power input, or Watt. Increased efficiency, or output also means a decrease in 

required power,  which is  also true in this  case,  where an SSL light  application  from the 

LUTW based on WLED uses 4 times less power than a comparable CFL source. To conclude 

the comparison, it is obvious that SSL has nearly no competition when it comes to durability 

and lifetime, which is presented in hours [h]. 

Recent studies claim that an efficiency of 160 [Lm/W] can become possible for SSL in 

the  near  future,  which  is  “a  performance  level  surpassing  anything  known to  date  for  a 

practical white light source” (Krames et al, 2007: 173). Keep in mind here that there is of 

course a significant difference between laboratory results and results from actual products. 

“With continued improvement in materials and packaging technology, it is conceivable that 

an efficiency of 200 [Lm/W] can be achieved in the next 10 to 15 years” (Chan, 2005: 1). 

This underlines that outside the laboratory research outcomes are more carefully stated and 

placed on longer terms, which also emphasizes that the barriers for SSL to overcome are not 

to be taken lightly.  Nevertheless one ideal outcome of SSL technology would be that with 

combined efforts from society, industry and government long-term benefits are a significant 
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reduction  in  global  energy consumption,  and  parallel  with  this  a  decrease  in  global  CO2 

emissions. 

2.2 Reality and reasoning

After  conducting  a  thorough  literature  review  for  this  thesis,  there  seemed  to  be 

something noticeable  about the literature.  I  had the impression that the overtone in many 

different documents on the development of SSL was led by an over-emphasis of the benefits 

and under-emphasis of the problems to overcome. It is arguable whether this is true or not, or 

that this is only my impression, but to be sure that this is not the case in this thesis the aim of 

this sub chapter is to avoid this and contribute to the tangibility of the thesis outcomes. When 

it comes to disruptivity,  most of the interviewed actors shared the notion that SSL can be 

labelled as ‘disruptive’, if not a very disruptive technology. In reality, this is obviously true 

for many electronic appliances around us, and also for example the automotive industry and 

data storage market, but at present it can not be labelled as a disruptive technology for the 

general lighting market. In order to compete with existing light sources, innovative companies 

try to put  many LEDs into one sort  of artefact,  which not  always  gives the desired light 

quality, and also creates problems relating to heat management. Perhaps the only way for SSL 

to be successful and become disruptive in the general lighting market is to design a totally 

new system, and deviate from Edison’s old screw fitting system, which undoubtedly will be a 

difficult task.  

The reasons for consumers to choose for SSL technology are obviously plenty,  but 

people ought to be careful not to link their reasoning too much with global issues such as CO2 

emissions  and/or  global  warming.  Like  any  technology  SSL  must  be  seen  as  a  tool  or 

instrument given to humanity by science and nothing more than that, but then again of course 

also nothing less. So in relation to global issues, SSL technology can only be seen as a highly 
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valuable  “key  component”  (Irvine-Halliday  et  al,  2006:  1)  in  the  battle  to  solve  these 

problems, but certainly not as the answer to them. To clarify the meaning, this does certainly 

not mean that there is anything wrong with people thinking about the environment and global 

issues, on the contrary, but what it does mean is that when it comes to consumption behaviour 

people might want to keep a more sceptic attitude towards buying SSL products, because they 

might be dissatisfied with the overall quality of the product as a real replacement for their 

incandescent or CFL light source.  

2.3 Innovation phases and problems

The  concept  of  innovation holds  a  rather  popular  status  in  society.  Take  as  a 

contemporary  example  advertising,  many  companies  advertise  their  products  by  just 

implementing  the word,  for  example  instead  of ‘new’ technology it  will  say ‘innovative’ 

technology. Whether this status is something positive or negative, the concept of innovation 

does help people understand the “relationships between product and process changes, the state 

of evolution of an industry, and the competitive climate faced by individual firms” (Utterback, 

1994: vii). Innovation studies have always been very useful to recognize different patterns in 

industry, and they relate closely to history. Studying what happened with different industries, 

how they came to be and why they eventually disappeared can give people a good idea of the 

innovation phase which an industry is currently situated in, and to a certain extent it makes 

them able to create possible development scenarios and maybe even more important what 

they should be aware of what might happen. 

Recently professor Nakamura received the Millennium Technology Prize 2006 for the 

“development of a new, revolutionary source of light – bright blue, green and white LED and 

a blue laser” (Millennium Prize Foundation, 2006: 1). These innovations hold an enormous 
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impact  for  different  fields,  to  give  an  example,  blue  laser  technology  is  currently 

revolutionizing  the  data  storage  market  and  according  to  the  Optoelectronics  Industry 

Development Association (OIDA) LED in the form of organic LED technology is about “to 

change the optoelectronics  industry”  (OIDA, 2007:  1).  Nakamura’s  innovations  are  being 

compared with Edison’s invention of the light bulb, which is very evident, especially in case 

of the large impact of both inventions. To speak with John Law, they were both in their own 

way  “heterogeneous  engineers,  not  limiting  their  concern  to  simple  artefacts,  economic, 

political  and scientific forces” (Shrum, 1988: 402). On the other hand, in the light of this 

thesis it might be too early to draw these comparisons, because it is only “in the course of 

time  that  energy  efficient  light  sources  based  on  Nakamura’s  innovation  might  replace 

Edison’s invention of the incandescent lamp” (Millennium Prize Foundation, 2006: 2). The 

key element to scale-up production is a hundred percent reliable product or lighting system, 

without the materialization of such a “dominant design” (Utterback, 1994: 18), SSL is not 

ready to replace any form of general lighting practice. To clarify the meaning of design, by 

design people should think deeper than just design in the form of an artefact like a lamp, but 

more in the way of constructions and features, what do consumers expect from SSL, and how 

do they feel about letting go of their dearly beloved incandescent bulb or CFL. The innovation 

phase in which SSL for general lighting is currently in can be described as a fluid phase, “a 

great deal of change is happening at once and the outcomes are highly uncertain in terms of 

product, process, competitive leadership, and the structure and management of firms” (Ibid: 

92).  Fig.  3  shows  an  example  of  a  technology  S-curve,  because  of  the  shape,  which 

researchers expect will also be followed by SSL technology.
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Figure 3: Technology advancement S-curve scenario.

  

According to the graph in Figure 3 this would mean that SSL technology has currently 

reached a technology advancement of about 12,5%, or ⅛ of its full potential. The numbers 

alongside the curve indicate three phases of innovation and SSL is at the point of moving 

from the first to the second phase, where there the technology “improves more linearly, as 

continued R&D investment builds on prior breakthroughs and advances the technology” (US 

Dep. of Energy, 2003: 16). So if SSL technology for general lighting will develop according 

to this standard model, it will become a “mature technology” (Ibid) or go into the third phase 

in about seven to eight years. 

The technical problems which SSL technology is currently facing can be  divided in 

three different categories:

Design: There are still problems with heat management, which perhaps requires a different 

systems design approach.
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Efficiency: Arguably a practical∗ luminous efficiency of about 120 [Lm/W] can be taken as a 

tipping point or minimum for SSL to start competing with existing light sources. Also green 

LEDs are still said to be lacking in performance compared to red and blue LEDs.

Cost: The obvious  way to  lower the initial  costs  is  by scale-up of  production,  which is 

strongly related with efficiency improvements and the occurrence of the dominant design.

There  is  still  a  lot  of  controversy  among  the  different  actors  in  the  industry  about  the 

importance of these problems. The ones in favour of SSL technology view these problems as 

growing pains of an industry in its infancy, and the actors who do not see a viable future for 

SSL in the general lighting market advocate that these problems still create barriers which 

make it impossible for SSL to become a disruptive technology and they see the applications 

for the nearby future more in means of special applications, such as ambiance lighting.

2.4 Disruptive technology

One of the people who worked with the concept of ‘disruptive technology’ is  Clayton 

M. Christensen. In an article from 1995 which he wrote together with Joseph Bower they 

argued that “no matter the industry, a corporation consists of business units with finite life 

spans: the technological and market bases of any business will eventually disappear” (Cosier 

& Hughes, 2001: 9). One way to interpret this is that there is no doubt that the market base for 

incandescent bulbs, CFLs or fluorescent tubes for that matter will eventually disappear. The 

only obvious  question that  remains  then  is  when this  will  happen,  and in  this  case more 

important, if SSL technology will step forward as the replacement technology. Most of the 

large European manufacturers like Philips or Osram are likely to have more flexibility than 

the small and medium sized enterprises (SME), because their businesses span beyond that of 

the  lighting  industry.  Their  access  to  different  networks  –think  of  material  suppliers  and 
 ‘Practical’ refers here to an actual  working light product, or system.
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distribution networks for example–, makes them less rigid and places them in a better position 

to respond on sudden shifts in market demand. Especially in technology disruptiveness has 

always been a rather difficult and much debated issue, because it has the power to destroy a 

company. Although companies always try to look forward, they can obviously only do this 

until a certain extent, whatever market analyses or research a company conducts there will 

always be certain factors which will go unaccounted for. People simply can not look into the 

future. But this does certainly not mean that they should not try, there are a lot of examples in 

history which makes it evident that once a company stops looking forward and focuses too 

much on their current customer base, making sure that they are granted with the best service 

the company can provide, they are in danger to fall into rigidness, where they lack the ability 

to adapt to a new wave of technology.

The way in which Gerald Strickland, secretary-general of the ELC describes it, leaves 

no doubt whether LED is a disruptive technology or not. “As the LED continues it’s rapid 

technological advance in becoming tomorrow’s general lighting source, it is able to provide 

compelling value propositions for more and more applications. Most notably the continued 

increase  in  light  output  (increases  by a  factor  20 per  decade),  at  increasingly  lower  cost 

(decreases by a factor 10 per decade), enables LEDs to penetrate several interesting market 

segments (this technology development is referred to as Haitz' law)” (Strickland, 2007). But 

in a reply to the question whether it will be the same in the case of SSL solutions for general 

illumination practices, he was more reticent: “At this moment LEDs have penetrated several 

(niche-)  application  areas  in  general  lighting  (LED  lighting  in  freezers,  spot  lighting, 

architectural  lighting).  However  in  order  to  significantly  penetrate  mass  general  lighting 

markets,  the  technology  has  to  develop  further;  expect  this  to  happen  from  2010 

onwards” (Ibid). This underscores the previously mentioned statement on the lock-in situation 
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of the current technologies from the lighting industry, and also the fact that it can be very 

difficult  for  a  company  to  notice  a  disruptive  technology.  A  well-known  contemporary 

example of this difficulty is the case of the photolithographic industry, where the radical shift 

from analogue to digital technique in the beginning of the nineties came for many companies 

literally as a punch in the face, even the large ‘Agfa Group’, which people would think, like 

Philips  and Osram,  should have  enough flexibility  to  adapt  to  such a  shift  in  technique, 

eventually  had to  withdraw its  capital  from their  ‘Consumer  Imaging’  branch,  in  August 

2004. It is disputable what the exact cause was that led to this event,  but it  does make it 

evident  that  disruptive technology is  something  which is  dangerous for all  businesses,  no 

matter the size of the corporation.  

  

2.5 Technology diffusion 

There are many different ways to interpret the concept of technology diffusion. This 

can for example  refer to the movement of scientists from one company to another, or that 

scientists  leave  the  company  they  work  for  to  start  up  their  own  business,  or  the  way 

technology diffuses in society.  The latter  conception is  the most interesting for the thesis 

discussion.  Now  that  the  reality  and  reasoning  has  explained  partly  the  ‘why’  of  SSL 

technology, diffusion is meant to elaborate on the ‘how’. In general for any technology to 

have an impact,  diffusion is  considered to be an essential  element.  Whether  the currently 

available,  and  future  products  based  on  SSL  technology  can  be  labelled  as  ‘green’,  or 

sustainable will not only depend on the way manufacturers produce and advertise it, but also 

for a large part on the way the consumer thinks about it. This emphasizes the importance of 

analyzing  diffusion  of  SSL  from different  perspectives,  that  of  the  individual  consumer, 

manufacturer and government.  Internet is a powerful tool for individuals to reach a lot of 

people at the same time. An example of how this can be done is given by Matt Prescott, who 
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started  an  Internet  campaign  with  his  web  log,  or  ‘blog’,  “to  save  money  and  help  the 

environment by using energy efficient light bulbs” (Prescott, 2007). Although his focus is not 

so  much  on  SSL  technology  but  more  on  CFLs,  he  does  keep  a  close  track  on  the 

developments of SSL for general lighting, but does not wish to encourage consumers until the 

efficiency and initial cost problems are dealt with. Legislation is another way to encourage 

diffusion of a technology, which will be drawn upon in a later stage.
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-CHAPTER THREE-

Theoretical Framework

In this chapter the SSL industry is analyzed with the help of a theoretical framework. 

The aim of  this  framework is  to  formalize  and structure  the  contents  presented here  and 

together with these contents this forms the main body of the thesis. The framework used is the 

social  construction  of  technology  (SCOT)  framework.  Wiebe  Bijker  and  Trevor  Pinch 

developed this theory consisting of interrelated concepts during the 1980s. The choice for this 

particular framework comes from its social constructivism perspective, which is suitable for 

the thesis in relation to the main research question because it is likely that the question about 

how  consumers  view  on  illumination  can  change  also  implicates  a  form  of  a  social 

constructed change.  The social  constructivist  perspective looks at  the contexts of matters, 

which is also closely linked with a ‘contextualist’ view. This view considers “the economic, 

social, political and scientific contexts to be as important for the development of a technology 

as its technical design characteristics” (Bijker, 1995: 10). Although this view relates much to 

the  multidisciplinary  perspective  many  STS  scholars  have,  my  personal  background  in 

engineering studies also draw me to a rather different view. This view, called an ‘internalist’ 

view, is actually the exact opposite of the contextualist view and tends to go into every single 

detail, which is also something you can expect to find in many technical literature. Perhaps a 

good  solution  to  deal  with  this  sort  of  ‘pull’  towards  internalism  would  be  to  write  an 

alternative chapter, same as a movie can have deleted scenes when you buy one on DVD.

 

This  pull  can  make  a  person  eager  to  start  disassembling  different  types  of  SSL 

products and also singular LEDs and white LEDs to see all the complex elements and what it 
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is that actually ‘drives’ this technology. This is also exactly why it is necessary for myself to 

write  this  thesis  from  a  contextualist  view,  because  even  if  I  would  start  out  from  an 

internalist  view,  like  most  mechanical  engineers  I  would  lack  the  ability  to  analyze  and 

completely understand the workings of the chemistry used in this technology. In an attempt to 

bridge this gap I have interviewed a representative from Nichia Europe B.V., which is a large 

chemical manufacturing company and supplier of LED and phosphors. Through this interview 

I gained some basic insights in the use of phosphors and how exactly white light is created 

from RGB LEDs. This does not mean that an author with a contextualist view should know –

like an internalist– what he or she is writing about in “all its minute detail” (Ibid), but it does 

make it evident that the line between a contextualist and an internalist view can sometimes be 

a rather thin one.

3.1 Social construction of technology 

The main research question focuses on change, and obviously technological change in 

particular. To gain knowledge about the question how consumers view and way of thinking 

about a technology –which in this case is so common to them– can change by the coming of a 

new wave of lighting technology, the social construction of technology (SCOT) framework 

seems to be the perfect tool. With SCOT as a guideline, an attempt has been made to open the 

black box of technology called Solid State Lighting. Alternative ways to study technological 

change are among others Evolutionary Economics (EE) and Actor-Network Theory (ANT). 

The reason for the use of SCOT here is that although it has its imperfections, for example it is 

said to “lack the tools for explaining why a controversy between different  relevant  social 

groups is resolved” (Bruun & Hukkinen, 2003: 103), the criticism on ANT theory and the 

social aspects of the research question were the decisive factors to choose for SCOT. There 

are contemporary studies available which try to integrate aspects from different frameworks 
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into one, in order to overcome the imperfections  of SCOT, like the integrated framework 

presented by Bruun and Hukkinen (Bruun & Hukkinen, 2003), but using this new kind of 

framework  does  obviously  not  go  without  risks.  In  an  exaggerated  way  using  such  a 

theoretical framework would feel the same as replacing a CFL light source with one of the 

many SSL products currently on the market. On the one hand a consumer knows that it has a 

lot of benefits and that it might be worth to deviate from their common light source, but on 

the other  hand they also know that  there  are  still  some problems,  like heat  management, 

quality of the light, rendering possibilities, etcetera. What is meant by this is that although 

there might be a call  for a new set  of tools for the analyses  of technological  change and 

opening the black box of science, arguably one could say that again also here the “dominant 

design” (Utterback, 1994: 18) has not come to the surface yet. As said previously SCOT is 

used here only as a guideline, to help us understand the relations between the different social 

groups and to see their internal dynamics, or in terms of SCOT, their interpretable flexibility. 

In the following subchapters the four constructive pillars of SCOT are discussed for SSL. 

3.2 Relevant social groups

The relevant social groups can be described as groups which influence and shape the 

SSL industry. Either direct or indirect they are responsible for moulding the industry on a 

macro level and on a micro level they will set the features and design of SSL applications for 

general lighting in the nearby future. The amount and diversity of these groups presented here 

is limited to the extents of the thesis, but nevertheless give a comprehensive overview of the 

involved actors and the industry as a whole.
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3.2.1 LED manufacturers and the lighting industry

One of the leading LED manufacturers and perhaps the most well-known name in the 

SSL industry today is Nichia. The Nichia corporation is a Japanese multinational company, 

manufacturer of fine chemicals, particularly inorganic luminescent materials -better known as 

the phosphors- used in LED. Because this is the same company which Professor Nakamura 

worked for at the time of his invention of the blue LED, Nichia has a lot of influence when it 

comes to design patents for SSL. Together with 4 other large companies they are the leading 

LED manufacturers for the Japanese, US, and European market and are said to “own primary 

patents” (Ookubo, 2006).

Figure  4: Mutual relations between major LED manufacturers concerned with patent 

rights.
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In economic terms the situation in this figure depicts an oligopolistic market, where 

there  are  only  a  small  number  of  companies  which  basically  control  the  whole  LED 

manufacturing industry.  This resembles the situation in the late 1880s, where “the Edison 

General  Electric  Company,  Westinghouse  and  the  Thomson-Houston  Electric  Company 

dominated the incandescent lamp manufacturing industry” (Bijker, 1995: 201). In that period 

the patent situation was quite unstable  because of the proliferation of -many overlapping- 

patents filed. In Fig. 4 the contemporary patent situation also looks rather complex, but this is 

said to change from 2010 onwards, because then many of the patents which were filed during 

the beginning of the 1990s will  reach their  expiration date (Ookubo, 2006). Although the 

previously mentioned ‘old’ leaders of the lamp manufacturing industry are not listed among 

the leading manufacturers in the SSL industry today,  this does not mean that they can be 

forgotten. On the contrary, since 1892 Thomson-Houston Electric Company became part of 

General  Electric  (GE),  and at  present  GE has teamed up with Nichia  to  form a strategic 

alliance for the expansion of its LED-manufacturing branch. Furthermore it is said that since 

2003 Westinghouse  is  also moving  into  the  LED manufacturing  business  with  their  own 

patented LED technology for general  illumination practices.  This brief  overview makes  it 

evident that most of the companies in the established lighting industry are making an effort to 

hedge themselves against the coming of a new wave of lighting technology, based on LED 

technology.

 

3.2.2 NGO and standardization

With the  discussion  of  the  manufacturing  side  of  the  SSL  industry  it  is  almost 

impossible to focus only on Europe. Although the main research question tries to focus on 

Europe, the multinational characteristics of the actors involved lead to a more global view. 

With the introduction of the second category of relevant social  groups this will  hopefully 
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change  to  have  a  better  overview  on  the  situation  of  SSL in  the  EU.  Two of  the  non-

governmental  organizations  (NGO)  discussed  here  are  the  European  lamp  companies 

federation (ELC), and the international commission on illumination (CIE) –derived from its 

French name–. During an interview with a representative from Nichia Europe B.V. it came 

forward that  there are some issues with the current  measuring  parameters.  The two main 

parameters  used  to  determine  the  quality  of  light  coming  from  an  LED  are  the  colour 

rendering index (CRI), and the CIE, or chromaticity.1 Especially the CRI is said to be an 

insufficient parameter to rank the rendering possibilities of a LED-based light source. After 

some research on this matter, the commission on illumination acknowledged this problem and 

said that the CRI index is currently being revised to cope with this problem. This emphasizes 

that  although  there  are  many  similarities  from  SSL  with  existing  light  sources  such  as 

fluorescent lamps and CFL, SSL is based on a totally different technology then the existing 

light sources. Because of this standardization plays a crucial role in the diffusion part of SSL 

technology,  without proper standards no institution or research agency will be able to tell 

whether an SSL light source is able to replace or compete with an existing one in the general 

lighting market.

The second NGO presented as social group is the ELC federation. This NGO acts as 

the mediating voice of the European lighting  industry.  Its  members  are:  Aura,  BLV, GE, 

Havells Sylvania, NARVA, Osram and Philips. This basically covers most of the European 

lamp  manufacturing  companies.  Because  part  of  these  companies  interests  lays  in  the 

protection  of  these  established  lamp  manufacturers,  the  ELC  tries  to  present  ways  for 

policymakers  and  other  relevant  actors  to  gradually  phase  out  inefficient  means  of 

illumination. This will give the established manufacturers the time to shift production to new 

technologies and meanwhile –as a first step to more efficient means of lighting– increase the 
1 Chromaticity is the quality of a colour as determined by its purity and hue (Wikipedia, 2007).  
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market demand for CFLs. How these efforts of the ELC influence the SSL industry is not 

directly visible. The effects will depend for a large part on how disruptive SSL technology 

will  develop  itself.  Only  time  will  tell  whether  these  efforts  are  sufficient  to  make  the 

manufacturing companies in the lamp manufacturing industry flexible enough to shift their 

production to a new wave of technology once this is needed. So as a social group the ELC has 

a very direct impact on the European lighting market, but for the time being they have a more 

indirect role in the SSL industry which nevertheless should not be underestimated. 

Two  other  social  groups  under  the  category  NGO  are  Partners  in  Lighting 

International  (PLI),  European  market  leader  in  home  luminaires  and  the  Federation  of 

National  Manufacturers  Associations  for Luminaires  and Electrotechnical  Components  for 

Luminaires in the European Union (CELMA). PLI is recently taken over by Philips, which 

makes Philips an even more influential  actor then they already were in the SSL industry. 

According to CELMA, the shift towards SSL solutions for general lighting will be spread 

over a longer period, because of the conservative nature of the lighting industry.  The last 

NGO has a more global character. The previously mentioned Light Up The World (LUTW) 

foundation has a very prominent role in third world countries and will be further discussed in 

chapter 5.

3.2.3 Consumers and paradigm change

Consumers are the third category of relevant social groups presented here.  Currently 

SSL technology for general applications is still in an early stage of development, which means 

that there is no sufficient  market demand yet  for SSL to consider consumers as the most 

important social group. “Once the market for a new product grows, the industry may enter 

what  could  be described  as  a  transitional  phase”  (Utterback,  1994:  96).  In  this  case,  the 
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market has not embraced SSL technology for general lighting purposes. Hence, consumers are 

likely to become a more relevant group once the industry has reached the transitional phase.

  

Nevertheless the main thesis question relates much to consumers, their consumption 

behaviour and the way in which their thinking towards illumination can change. It is difficult 

to say whether consumers will be able to replace their light bulbs and CFLs in the nearby 

future for SSL products, and if so, what impact this is going to have on the way they think 

about  illumination.  But  as  the  S-curve  in  Figure  3  showed  in  chapter  two,  once  the 

development of SSL goes into the second phase –mind that this is not the transitional phase 

mentioned earlier–, consumers are likely to become the most influential social group. One 

idealistic future situation would be that by buying SSL products, the technology contributes to 

a paradigm change among consumers towards ‘green’ products, which make consumers think 

about all the materialistic things they buy and surround themselves with.      

3.2.4 Government and legislation 

Government is the last, but certainly not the least influential relevant social group for 

SSL.  During  the  research  phase  of  the  thesis  it  was  noticeable  that  there  are  some 

contradictions in government and lighting industry relations, which will become evident in the 

following. In the Netherlands, the Minister of ‘Environment and Spatial Planning’ Cramer 

revealed recently that the incandescent bulb might soon become a product of the past, as there 

are plans to ban the incandescent bulb by legislation, in much the same fashion as Australia 

and California. For the manufacturers in the lighting industry this means that they have to 

undergo  a  massive  shift  in  production  towards  CFL  and  other  more  efficient  means  of 

lighting. This might not be a big problem, but it is obviously not something which can happen 

overnight.  According to  the ELC a ban on incandescent  bulbs is  something which is  not 
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possible in the proposed four year time span which minister Cramer sets as goal to achieve 

this. The lamp manufacturing industry believes in the phase out approach and does not seem 

to favour a complete ban on all incandescent lamps. Incentives like setting minimum energy 

efficiency standards for all available lighting products would have a more positive effect than 

a proposed ban of a product which consumers have grown rather attached to. On the one hand 

government incentives like these can look rather drastic and unrealistic –not to mention the 

negative impact on government-industry relations–, but on the other hand they can form a 

good way to shift the focus of the lighting industry to different –more efficient– means of 

lighting, where industry R&D practices on new lighting technologies like SSL are obviously 

being stimulated, albeit indirectly.

3.2.5 Media 

The last relevant social group discussed here is the media. Next to the usual channels –

newspapers, radio and television– the World Wide Web plays an increasingly important role 

as a tool for individuals and groups to influence consumption behaviour and the way people 

form their opinion about SSL. In many cases ‘awareness’ is a concept which seems to be 

widely used –think about the ‘Live Aid’ concerts, and individuals like Al Gore-, to promote 

efficient technologies and make people aware of their own pollution, or ecological footprint. 

Although  there  undoubtedly  are  many  other  important  social  groups  for  SSL,  the  ones 

mentioned  in  these  subchapters  ought  to  be  enough  in  order  to  give  a  comprehensive 

overview of  the  European market  of  SSL.  With  the data  gathered  from these  groups the 

possible consequences of a technological change are hopefully made visible. 
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3.3 Interpretive flexibility

The second constructive pillar of SCOT analyzes the  conceptual differences of SSL 

technology among the different social groups. The way a light bulb manufacturer views SSL 

technology is likely to be very different than that of an NGO like the LUTW foundation, 

whose financial existence does not partially rely on the sales volume of light bulbs. To part of 

the social groups SSL technology might seem more like a threat to their existence, then a 

blessing. To give an example of such a threat, if the development of SSL for general lighting 

requires different kinds of fixtures for SSL applications to deal with the heat management, 

then this is likely to have a negative impact on the manufacturers of fixtures, who might even 

face the danger of becoming superfluous. In an ideal world the future situation would be that 

every consumer would choose SSL technology for their general illumination practices over 

their  existing means of illumination  because of the benefits  for the environment,  because 

everyone would see this as a first step to a cleaner world with less CO2 emissions… Which is 

obviously nothing more than an utopia, because although the consumers are presented as a 

seemingly uniform social group, there are of course a lot of different consumer groups within 

the EU. This uniformity of the relevant social group is another aspect of SCOT theory which 

has endured many critique, but again as long this is dealt with in a correct way, then the risk 

of this becoming a problem in this thesis hopefully stays limited. The reality of why most of 

the consumers would choose for SSL products in the future will obviously be quite different, 

even the step from incandescent to CFL still seems to go rather slow, which emphasizes how 

locked-in the situation in the lighting industry is. 

A very clear description of the term interpretive flexibility is given by Hans K. Klein 

and Daniel  Lee  Kleinman,  they  state  that  it  “suggests  that  technology design  is  an  open 

process  that  can  produce  different  outcomes  depending  on  the  social  circumstances  of 
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development” (Klein & Kleinman, 2002: 29). This means that the technical design of SSL for 

general lighting depends a lot on the way the different social groups interpret the technology, 

and what their attitude towards the technology is. This emphasizes the need for negotiation 

and/or discussion among the different actors in order to stimulate the development. All the 

links in the network, from designer to consumer, to manufacturer to NGO to legislator, will 

have to be reinforced in order to create the ideal situation for SSL to overcome barriers and 

gain a place in the established lighting industry. From this perspective the proposed banning 

of  incandescent  bulbs  by  legislation  does  not  seem  to  foster  healthy  relations  between 

government,  society  and  industry.  Therefore  it  stays  arguable  whether  this  government 

incentive is a proper means to reach a common goal –at least common for government and 

NGO–,  the  use  of  more  efficient  means  of  lighting.  In  this  process  of  shaping  social 

circumstances the features and applications of SSL for general lighting will hopefully develop 

and gradually surround us in the same fashion red and green LED indicator lights have done 

in for example many electronic appliances. 

3.4 Closure and Stabilization

The way Bijker  describes it, closure within the development of a technology occurs 

when the interpretative flexibility decreases, or when an artefact is accepted and stabilized 

among the social groups (Bijker, 1995: 270). SSL for general illumination practices seems to 

be still far away from this situation, maybe history will even repeat itself and closure will be 

reached in the same way as the high-intensity daylight fluorescent lamp, without the existence 

of a physical artefact (Ibid: 240). Also in science there is the need for consensus forming to 

come to the point of closure and stabilization. The different parties have to agree on what is 

considered as truth, what physical facts and which theories are accepted among them. In the 

modern world information has become increasingly more accessible to society,  which can 
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make consensus forming a rather difficult task, even in science, because thanks to the large 

amount of available information society can become part of the scientific discussion. In the 

decades after the 2nd World War the once seemingly unquestionable faith in science by society 

was starting to show ‘cracks’, perhaps this was the first sign of the dawning of a new era, one 

which is focused on information. What is meant by this is that this ‘information society’ can 

form another barrier for SSL to be accepted in the general lighting market, there is so much 

information available that consumers can become quite uncertain about investing in this new 

technology. 

A good way to overcome this barrier is by creating certification schemes. The history 

of fluorescent lighting has shown that this can provide a good solution to reach stabilization. 

In the same way as the old “Fleur-O-Lier” (Bijker, 1995: 251) label conduced stabilization 

and consensus for the fluorescent lamp at the end of 1940, new certification schemes formed 

through sound government-industry collaborations  should lower this  barrier  and  stimulate 

diffusion and innovation in the SSL industry.  One example of such certification is the EU 

energy label shown in Figure 5. Here it is shown for a washing machine, and also many types 

of lamps currently available have the same kind of certification. Once the SSL industry steps 

out of its fluid phase, similar  schemes ought to be made available to enhance closure and 

stabilization and in order to ensure the consumers of a high quality SSL product. Here the 

power of advertising also should be brought into play, as this is generally seen as a proper 

way to push stabilization in the direction we need it to go (Rosen, 1993: 492).   
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3.5 The Wider Context

The last constructive pillar of SCOT is the wider context. To overcome the lack of 

structure, which forms one of the main critiques on the use of SCOT, an extra element, or 

‘environment’ is placed with most of the previously analyzed social groups, starting with the 

lighting  industry  and  showing  the  current  patent  situation,  then  moving  on  to  the  NGO 

organizations  with  the  standardization  problems  and  finally  showing  the  governments 

involvement  with  the  lighting  industry  by  elaborating  on  some  of  the  current  legislation 

practices. The reason why this is done to a lesser extent with the last two groups, ‘consumers’ 

and ‘media’, is that these are very heterogeneous groups and it would feel wrong to put these 

two groups into frames, simply because they would not fit. This means that part of the wider 

context is embedded in the sub chapter relevant social groups, but this only represents a small 
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piece of the puzzle. The analysis of the wider contexts of SSL requires people to step out of 

the boundaries of the SSL industry to see what it looks like from a helicopter-view. In that 

way people can hopefully get a better grasp of the capacity which the social groups possess to 

shape SSL and what their place is within the SSL industry. 

As mentioned previously in chapter two, SSL has its main roots in the semiconductor 

industry. To give an idea about the size of the semiconductor industry, nearly all electronic 

devices  which  contain  some kind  of  computer,  or  makes  use  of  radio  waves,  depend on 

semiconductors.  Another large industry in  the contexts  of the SSL industry is  that  of the 

utilities. For those familiar with the history of fluorescent lighting it might not come as a 

surprise  that  GE and Westinghouse  are  being  described  as  “the  Coca  Cola  and  Pepsi  of 

nuclear power” (Grossman, 1995). For these global multinationals the effect of consumers 

switching to SSL for general lighting is likely to be a negligible factor. Plus the fact that they 

are also moving into the SSL field, so probably they will be welcoming the SSL industry with 

their arms wide open. Which is quite a difference with the situation in the 1930s, where the 

utilities were handing out free lamps of higher wattage to their customers in order to push 

their  electricity  sales  (Bijker,  1995:  206).  A  different  field  where  SSL  is  becoming 

increasingly important is that of the optical data storage market, for which there are already 

working applications available like blue ray DVD recorders. Even game consoles are already 

being equipped with blue ray technology, which emphasizes the booming market demand and 

the need for scale-up of production within the SSL industry. These are only a few examples 

that show that the SSL is a very versatile technology and that the lighting industry represents 

only a small piece of the wider context of the SSL industry. 
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-CHAPTER FOUR-

Structural Approach 

The aim of this  chapter is to enhance the accessibility and coherence of the thesis 

contents.  Furthermore  it  explains  the  authors  approach  towards  the  writing.  Most  of  the 

empirical data is derived from interviews, which together with an extensive literature review 

about the topic accounts for the contents or weight of this thesis. Throughout the work there 

has deliberately not been over-emphasized on the benefits of SSL technology, because this 

feels like carrying water to the sea, or from a more personal point of view ‘the North Sea of 

literature’.  This  is  also why the  approach tends  to  focus  more  on reality,  to  enhance  the 

credibility of the contents. During the writing phase of the thesis the concept of ‘power’ came 

to my attention and it felt just to implicate a subchapter about this, because again it also steers 

the thesis in the direction of reality, describing the way things are, and not how they can be. 

This  relates  much  to  my  personal  attitude  towards  the  thesis  topic,  which  is  of  course 

influenced  by  my  engineering  background.  My  attitude  towards  SSL  technology  is  that 

initially I want to know as much as possible about the current situation of the technology, the 

way things are at present seen from different perspectives. Once this picture is created, after 

the  reader  has  been  provided  with  a  realistic  overview  of  the  SSL  industry  and  its 

surroundings I find it just to try to answer the research questions. By reading this you have to 

bear in mind that I have been learning and working in an engineering environment for seven 

years, only through my STS studies I have opened my eyes for a wider perception of truth, 

not only explained by mathematical or physical reasoning. 
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4.1 Research

Most of the empirical data gathered for this thesis is gained through interviews. The focus 

is more on quality then quantity and through interviewing I gained some basic knowledge 

about subjects I did not have any previous knowledge about, such as the chemistry used in 

SSL technology and some of the ins and outs of NGO organizations and lamp manufacturers. 

Besides interviewing companies directly, email interviews proved to be a valuable method to 

gain important data for the thesis. What follows is a list of the main actors from which the 

larger part of the contents comes from.

- (M*) Sylvania-Havells;

- (MC*) Nichia Europe B.V.;

- (NGO*) European Lamp Companies Federation (ELC);

- (NGO) Light Up The World Foundation;

- (NGO) Commission Internationale de l'Eclairage (CIE);

- (NGO) Federation of National Manufacturers Associations for Luminaires and

Electrotechnical  Components  for  Luminaires  in  the  European  Union

(CELMA).

*M:  Manufacturer;  MC:  Manufacturer,  Chemistry  related;  NGO:  Non  Governmental 

Organisation.

Furthermore I attended a public debate organized by the Dutch Ministry of Housing, 

Spatial  Planning and the Environment  (VROM), about environmental  policy and the EU, 

called “A better environment starts with Europe”. Although the debate initially did not had 

much relation to the research topic, it provided me with an interesting opportunity, to try and 
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ask the Dutch Minister Cramer herself about her proposed idea to ‘ban the incandescent bulb’ 

on a national level in the Netherlands. From her reaction it seemed that the biggest intention 

of this incentive is to exert pressure and alert the lighting industry that they also have to take 

their responsibility and shift their focus to more efficient means of lighting. One interesting 

detail from the debate was that the Ministry is planning to make energy labels for buildings, 

the same as with electrical products. The aim of the energy label for buildings is that the new 

owner of a building gets an insight on the energy usage of the building before they start using 

it,  which  is  a  good  initiative  that  runs  parallel  with  the  current  trend  towards  ‘green’ 

consumption behaviour. 

4.2 Empirical data

The diversity of social groups which are in one way or another related to the field of 

SSL made it a rather difficult task to create a good overview of the industry. This is why the 

ones with the most relevance to the topic have been contacted for an interview. Due to lack of 

time and the difficulty with finding people within a specific company or NGO who were 

willing to make time available for an interview, the number of interviews are kept on a low 

level and the focus is more on the quality of the outcomes, than on quantity. Under the motto 

‘Good preparation presents half the work’ questionnaires were made before every interview 

and by reading some general information about the interviewed company or NGO I got an 

impression of the working environment  of the interviewed actors which made me able to 

come across as a person with genuine interest in the interviewee and meanwhile steer the 

conversation in the right direction. 

In Belgium I have interviewed Mr. Neuskens, LED sales representative of Sylvania 

Havells,  and Mr. Strickland,  secretary-general  of the ELC. With these two interviews the 
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manufacturing part of the EUs lighting industry is covered. As said, to gain basic knowledge 

of the chemistry part of SSL technology and to learn more about the semiconductor industry, I 

have  interviewed  Mrs.  Krijger  from Nichia  Europe  B.V.  based  in  Amsterdam.  After  this 

interview the earlier  mentioned standardization issue remained unanswered, which was an 

important issue, because this can pose a serious threat when SSL technology comes to the 

point of competing with existing light sources. That is why I contacted a spokesperson from 

the CIE who later replied that they were aware of this and that they are trying to solve this 

matter. Probably because of this situation, there was unfortunately no valuable information 

given about  how they were going to  deal  with this  matter.  Furthermore  my contact  with 

CELMA was rather brief, it looks like they do not want to elaborate about SSL technology 

before the designs go into a next phase. Perhaps this also has to do with the developments in 

the industry, that companies do not wish to share a lot of information because this might give 

away their competitive advantage.

4.3 Power and scepticism 

Power is something which can have a great deal of influence on the thesis outcomes, if 

for example the interviews would have focused only on the lamp manufacturing industry, then 

probably SSL would not have been described as a very disruptive technology and this would 

have become a very one-sided work. Because the concept of power is something which many 

times goes unaccounted for, it is presented here as a subchapter to make sure that this is not 

the case in this thesis. Now that it is hopefully clear where the research and the conducted 

interviews are leading to, it might be good to continue with elaborating on the concept of 

power, first in a general sense, showing how it can influence consumers,  and second how 

power and environment influences the contents, linking this with the possible impact on the 

thesis  outcomes.  The  concept  of  power  has  always  been  a  contested  phenomenon  in 
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philosophy, hence the need to clearly state its meaning in connection to the thesis contents 

before we continue towards the thesis outcomes.  

The power to ‘tame’ a technology handed to us by science, which is now still rough 

and unclear.  With  this  description  the  link  is  of  power  with SSL technology for  general 

lighting is made, power must be viewed here in an abstract way, as an incalculable factor with 

a certain influence on basically every relevant social group mentioned in chapter three, be it 

positive  or  negative.  One  contemporary  example  of  power  is  given  by  the  multinational 

Microsoft, which operating system can be found on nearly all personal computers (PC) in the 

world.  This  hegemony gives  Microsoft  the  ultimate  power to  steer  the  PC market  in  the 

direction which is most profitable for the company. Further it creates large entry barriers for 

other operating systems such as Linux, from which the use of its operating system is very low 

compared to that of Windows, which is on most PCs provided as a standard feature. 

The influence of power on humanity is certainly nothing new, it has been prevalent 

throughout history. From the bloody power-struggles to rule over one another in the middle-

ages up to the beginning of the renaissance,∗ which brought about big changes in the religious 

turmoil present at the end of the fifteenth century. The renaissance represents the break with 

the ecclesiastical traditions, and is viewed by many as the beginning of the so-called modern 

world. Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679) was one of the great philosophers from this era whose 

work has had, and might still have, great influence in political philosophy. His view of society 

was a rather non-social one, where the ultimate power was vested in a sovereign, in those 

times usually the king. There is no doubt that the English civil war between the so-called 

‘Roundheads and the Royalists’  had a lot  of influence on his writings, perhaps if  Hobbes 

 Period from the 14th century to the 17th century, marking the transition from the medieval to the modern world 
(Dictionary.com, 2006).
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would have written his work at a time of social peace, his conception of society would be 

different,  with  more  inclusion  of  the  social  aspects  of  life,  which  is  something  that 

undoubtedly does not prevail in a state of war. 

A more contemporary conception of power is given by the French philosopher Michel 

Foucault  (1926-1984),  who  viewed  the  concept  of  power  as  a  “relational  phenomenon”, 

“immanent in all social processes” (Jessop, 2007: 35). This makes it evident that although we 

can not put the concept of power forward as a social group in the SCOT framework, because 

it is not a tangible concept, it should be very clear that it is a factor permeated in all the 

previously mentioned social groups. “Its scope and pervasiveness, its involvement in any and 

all  spheres of social  life,  give it  almost  unavoidable  evaluative overtones” (Wrong, 1995: 

viii).  Although we can not do much more  than elaborate  on the concept  itself,  this  brief 

exploration hopefully emphasizes the need of scepticism. Naturally I have done the utmost to 

give  an  objective  view  of  the  SSL  industry  and  not  let  my  personal  views  change  the 

outcomes, I believe that this is something a person can only do to a certain extent. One of the 

first things I have learned with academic writings is to always maintain a sceptic attitude, and 

for example never to take a theory or a conclusion of a paper for granted without trying to see 

it from another perspective, which can shed a totally different light on the matter.   

4.4 Structure

This subchapter requires the reader to use their imagination because the structure of 

this thesis will be explained by the use of a metaphor. The metaphor used is a newly build 

house, and the thesis contents represent the main requisites. Every chapter can be viewed as 

part of the house. The first and second chapter provide an introduction to the topic, and lay 

out the working base for the thesis.  This represents the piles  and construction site  of the 
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house. In the third chapter the topic is discussed by guidance of the constructive pillars of the 

SCOT framework,  and  here  in  this  chapter  the  overall  approach  and coherence  is  given. 

Metaphorically speaking chapter three represents the bricks of the house and four the cement 

which glues everything together.  Moving on to chapter five, this gives the motivation and 

different perspective of why people should take any interest in SSL technology. In the next 

chapter there is another comparison made with art, not meaning that this paper is a work of 

art, but more aiming at the feeling a person can get from looking at a painting from different 

perspectives, like only an experienced art lover or ‘art connoisseur’ can. In this case chapter 

five represents the windows of the house, which provide the view in order to see beyond the 

consumers own concerns. The house is finished by adding a roof, which is provided by the 

conclusions given in chapter six. Hopefully this metaphor has contributed to explain clearly 

how this thesis is structured, and if you now have that picture of a house in your mind, the 

idea is to hold on to it and try to see the whole as a house of knowledge, from which you have 

the choice to take from whatever the contents of the thesis hopefully can provide about the 

wide topic of SSL technology.

The aim of this thesis is not only to make a contribution to the field of  Science and 

Technology Studies (STS), but also to reach the common people, or ‘layman’. By avoiding 

jargon and staying on the surface when it comes to explaining technological aspects of SSL, 

the overall aim is to provide a work for anyone with an interest in sustainable technologies 

and who wants to know more about the interesting new wave of technology called Solid State 

Lighting, which is rapidly expanding into many different fields of industry.      
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-CHAPTER FIVE-

Sharing Wealth

From an artistic perspective the aim of the thesis can be compared with the creation of 

a painting.  Painting a picture on a large imaginary canvas in someone’s mind of the SSL 

industry and its surroundings. Only now that this picture is more or less complete, now that an 

idea has been given of the ins and outs of SSL technology we are able to take a step back for a 

moment. This is exactly the aim here, to take a step back from the SSL industry and try to 

look at  SSL from a different perspective,  namely a ‘developing country’  perspective.  The 

focus  with  this  perspective  is  not  on  any country  in  particular,  but  instead  more  on  the 

problems present in most of these countries. Instead of using the term ‘developing countries’ 

–which is seen by some people as implying that industrialization is the only right means for 

human development–, the term used here is ‘The South’. In this chapter the aim is to show 

that by stimulating the development of SSL technology in –and outside– the EU, the transfer 

of SSL technology to The South is indirectly being stimulated. Furthermore it will hopefully 

become evident that development is essential  because SSL technology can mean so much 

more than just  illumination.  What  follows is  a categorization  of common problems,  from 

which arguably at least one problem is present in every country in The South. Once the case 

of common problems is build and the arguments for the need of rapid development in –and 

outside– the EU are given, we move on and analyze the policy options, in order to see what 

can be done to achieve this.   
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5.1 Common problems

Throughout  the  world  there  are  approximately  1.6  billion  people  without  access  to 

electricity and who have to rely on fuel-based lighting as their only means to illuminate their 

homes once the sun has set. This is obviously one of the first problems which come to mind 

when we think of the possibilities of SSL technology. In combination with electricity derived 

from solar panels the LUTW foundation is since 2002 working hard to bring light to the 

homes of these people, from whom many have never even seen other sources of light, apart 

from sunlight or the glow cast by a fire. But this is of course only one of the problems, a 

categorization of all urgent problems shows that there are about six categories under which 

most of these problems can be directed, namely:

- Electricity;

- Health;

- Sanitation;

- Food;

- Water;

- Education.

It  is likely that most  of the global aid organizations  will  agree that at  least  one common 

problem present in a country in The South can be directed under one of these six categories. 

So  without  too  much  help  from  outside  examples,  or  footnotes  with  links  to  different 

publications from for example the World Health Organization (WHO), or conducted work by 

the United Nations (UN), it is possible to make a strong case here of why people should do 

anything possible to stimulate diffusion and development of SSL technology in EU member 
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states –as the EU is  the research focus–,  but for that  matter  of course also outside these 

countries.

In the next  two subchapters it  will  become clear  that  health,  education,  water  and 

sanitation are the problems where SSL technology can have a positive impact in finding a 

solution. Once efficiency rates of SSL increase and initial costs decrease, large barriers for 

organizations  such  as  the  LUTW  will  be  resolved.  Therefore  the  development  of  SSL 

products for the general lighting market is crucial. Once there are products available which 

can  compete  with  the  existing  means,  then  it  is  likely  that  market  demand  will  rise 

significantly and that is exactly what is needed for SSL to break through this barrier of high 

initial costs. Rise in market demand can cause a large scale-up of production and form the key 

for SSL technology to come out of its “fluid phase” (Utterback, 1995: 139). 

5.2 Health and Education

SSL technology can be a powerful tool, or as mentioned previously a ‘key component’ 

to solve a big part of the common problem puzzle. The SSL solutions for fuel-based lighting 

relate much to –bad– health and –lack of– education. The fumes coming from burning fuels 

like Kerosene or Paraffin,  used in –many cases– dangerously constructed wick lights  and 

wick stoves are incredibly bad for peoples health and are the cause of many child-deaths. By 

replacing these old technologies with SSL solutions the contribution is divided in three ways. 

First there is the health improvement, because people, and more important children, do not 

have the chance to inhale these bad fumes. Second people will have a proper light to read by 

at night, so they can educate themselves, and last but not least there is the reduction of CO2 

emissions. You might wonder how this relates to what the EU and its member states can do 

here. By taking responsibility, which focuses on three groups, namely government, industry 
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and society, the situation can be created where market demand for SSL solutions for general 

illumination increases. The expected outcome ought to be that on the one hand production 

costs of LED will decrease drastically and the efficiency and quality of the light will at the 

same  time  increase.  As said  this  will  tackle  one of  the  major  barriers  which  the  LUTW 

organization is currently facing with the transfer of technology to The South, initial costs and 

affordability of SSL solutions. The positive effect has already revealed itself for solar power: 

“As  in  case  of  solar  photovoltaic  technology,  as  the  price  went  down,  we  could  see 

tremendous expansion of solar PV markets around the world and increased access to solar 

based electricity in non-electrified regions” (Irvine-Halliday, D. & Platanova, 2007).

5.3 Water and Sanitation

Access  to  clean  drinking  water.  This  second  point  calls  more  directly  for  rapid 

diffusion  of  SSL technology,  because  although this  problem is  stated  here  as  a  common 

problem in The South, there have been serious future talks about the possibilities of this issue 

becoming an evident problem in the EU countries as well, by for example diversification of 

fuel  usage.  A shift  to  sustainable  fuel  sources  like  biomass,  tends  to  cause  a  significant 

increase in demand for clean drinking water needed to water the crops used to produce those 

fuels. This is the side of SSL technology which shows that the technology can mean more 

than just illumination. Recent studies have shown that SSL technology can be used as a cheap 

means to clean polluted water, there are already a few applications for this available in the 

US.  These  are  mainly  –rather  expensive–  outdoor  applications  for  mountaineers  or 

experienced hikers, who require a product to be as small and light as possible, to purify the 

water they get from a river to use as drinking water.  It  is  likely that installations  for the 

treatment  of  polluted  water  can  be  cut  down  in  size,  purchase-  and  running  costs,  so 

stimulating  R&D  projects  towards  the  development  of  this  side  of  SSL  technology  will 
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hopefully grant the opportunity to manufacture cheap water treatment installations which can 

also be transferred more easily to The South by aid organizations like the UN. Plus with 

increased access to clean drinking water we also directly contribute to the imminent sanitation 

problem,  which  at  first  would  have  been  categorized  under  the  denominator  ‘Water’  or 

‘Health’, but a speech held by Willem-Alexander, Prince of Orange during the annual ‘World 

Water Day’, in March of this year made me think otherwise. 

In his speech the sanitation problem was emphasized as he claimed that there are about 

1.6 million children under the age of five dying annually because of low- or non-access to 

clean drinking water  and the “lack of basic sanitation” (Prince Willem-Alexander, Prince of 

Orange,  2007).  Furthermore  the  readers  of  the  British  Medical  Journal  recently  voted 

sanitation to be an even more important medical discovery then penicillin or DNA (Ibid). So 

again by increasing the efforts  and interest  towards development  of SSL technology from 

three sides, government, industry and society, it seems that there can be created an immense 

synergy  which  holds  the  potential  to  eradicate  more  than  half  of  the  common  problems 

presented here. The title of this chapter ‘Sharing Wealth’, is exactly what describes the aim 

here, stimulating research and development towards every aspect of SSL technology in order 

to  reach  its  full  potential.  This  will  hopefully  grant  people  the  opportunity  to  share  this 

‘wealth’ by lowering the barriers for aid organizations such as the LUTW to transfer this 

technology to The South.

5.4 EU and UN policy

There  are  obviously  many  different  ways  in  which  governments  can  steer  the 

development  of  a  technology.  Tax  incentives,  funding  research  programmes,  providing 

financial  incentives  for  start-up  companies,  etcetera.  Whether  direct  or  indirect,  policy is 
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becoming  –and  has  always  been–  increasingly  important  with  the  development  and 

implementation  of  new technologies.  Take  Genetically  Modified  (GM)  food  and  cloning 

techniques as the most prominent examples. These techniques ask for very specific rules and 

ways for conducting research. SSL technology might not have the possible ‘dangers’ these 

two technologies posses, but nevertheless we should proceed with caution. 

The two policy programmes of discussion here are the UN Millennium Development 

Goals (MDG) and the EUs Seventh Research Framework Programme (FP7). It is likely that 

by  stimulating  science  and  basic  research  towards  sustainable  technologies,  more  ‘key-

components’  to  close  the  gap  between  The  South  and  the  Western  world  will  become 

available in the nearby future which will also enables nations to start working towards the 

reach of the common goals presented in the MDG. Of course this  is  something which is 

already taking place and described in both programmes, but arguably there ought to be more 

openness  and  debate,  especially  when  a  new  wave  of  technology  is  in  the  state  of 

development where SSL is currently in. This ‘state’ SSL technology is in can be compared 

with letting a drop of ink fall in a glass of water, it is about to fall –and diffuse–, which should 

make legislators wonder why this technology is not a more direct point on the MDG policy 

agenda, instead of indirect as in the way the common problems were stated earlier? This could 

create a barrier for the effectiveness of EU and UN initiatives. In Chapter four we discussed 

the  ban  on  incandescent  bulbs  by  legislation,  only  now that  both  sides,  government  and 

industry are discussed, it is safe to say that the good intentions and possible outcomes of such 

a seemingly radical  government  incentive weigh out the negative factors,  for example the 

negative impact on government-industry relations. 
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From the  email  interview  with  the  LUTW it  came  forward  that  the  conventional 

lighting technologies are in a lock-in situation, which “can impede development and market 

entry of SSL technologies” (Irvine-Halliday,  D. & Platanova,  2007). This is  exactly what 

justifies the means and takes away the radical edge of the incentive. On the other hand, some 

of the lamp manufacturers who do not see this action as a viable policy incentive, do have a 

good  argument  when  they  say  that  there  ought  to  be  a  well  laid-out  plan  to  make  this 

transition go smooth, in an attempt to take away the possible dangers of disruptivity of SSL 

technology,  which  could  pose  a  threat  to  their  existence.  It  is  disputable  whether  policy 

incentives like banning a technology are realistic to assert on an EU level, because of the 

differences  in  institutional  contexts  of  EU member  states.  Obviously what  works  for one 

country,  could  be  disastrous  for  the  other.  Nevertheless  governments  do  have  certain 

responsibilities  which compels  them to conduct  research  to  the  possibilities  whether  such 

incentives are within national policy reach. The goals of the MDG, then we will see that this, 

in connection with the common problems emphasizes the need for more direct action on UN 

policy level. Millennium Development Goals:

1. Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger.

2. Achieve universal primary education.

3. Promote gender equality and empower women.

4. Reduce child mortality.

5. Improve maternal health.

6. Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases.

7. Ensure environmental sustainability.

8. Develop a global partnership for development.
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In the previous two subchapters we have seen that SSL technology contributes to most 

of  these  goals.  Hence,  the  need  for  more  focus  towards  research  on  the  widespread 

possibilities  of  SSL technology  in  the  MDG programme.  It  seems  that  in  the  FP7  SSL 

technology has a more prominent place on the agenda, here SSL technology falls under the 

banner  ‘Photonics’,  for  which  the  funding  is  increasing  tremendously.  “A  40%  budget 

increase for Photonic Components: 90 Million € (2007-08)” (Magan, 2007: 3). This 40% is 

derived  from  the  budget  for  Photonics  in  the  previous  Sixth  Framework  Programme 

(2003-2006), where the funding for ‘Photonic Component Research’ stayed below 60 Million 

€  on  a  yearly  base.  The  most  interesting  initiative  of  the  FP7  towards  research  on  SSL 

technology  is  the  OLLA  project,  in  which  10  companies,  7  universities  and  7  research 

institutes within the EU are collaborating to reach one common goal, the creation of an OLED 

light-tile with an efficiency of 50 [Lm/W] and a rated lifetime of 10.000 hours (Ibid: 7). This 

does  reveal  the  technical  gap  between  organic  LED  lighting  solutions  and  white  LED 

solutions,  where  the  efficiencies  are  currently  around  75  [Lm/W]  for  general  lighting 

solutions, and the lifetime about 5 times as much. 

There  are  obviously  dozens  of  reasons  why  there  ought  to  be  given  more  direct 

attention to the development of SSL technology –and for that matter also other sustainable 

technologies–, but in connection with the main research question, it seems more appropriate 

to  initially  focus  on what  society,  ‘we’ as  consumers  can  do.  And again there  has  to  be 

emphasized that although there are already many companies selling SSL products for general 

use in common fittings, consumers should proceed with caution, because roughly said, there 

are a lot of bad products currently available on the market and only a small proportion of 

manufacturers will not try to throw dust into the consumers eyes by telling that their product 

is ‘good for the environment’. On EU level the focus should be more on funding and fostering 
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better relations among the different social groups. One of the outcomes of this focus should 

result for example in proper certification schemes for SSL products, as mentioned in Chapter 

3.     
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-CHAPTER SIX-

Conclusions

The conclusions are divided in three parts, starting with answering the sub questions 

about disruptivity and diffusion, and from that leading to the main question about how SSL 

technology will change the way people think about illumination in general. Throughout the 

contents it has become quite evident that it is not exactly the question ‘if’ SSL is a disruptive 

technology, but more of ‘how’ disruptive SSL technology will become and if not, already is. 

In the diffusion part  an action plan is  presented consisting of eight  points,  which can be 

applied to further stimulate diffusion of SSL in society. From there we will move on to the 

concept  of  change,  where  we will  see  that  there  is  no  concrete  answer  to  such  a  broad 

question, but that the quest towards finding such an answer is what makes such a large piece 

of work worthwhile to conduct.  

6.1 Disruptivity

In  general  it  is  safe  to  say  that  SSL is  a  disruptive  technology.  But  the  question 

remains whether this is also true for general lighting applications. Multinational companies 

like Philips and GE are already entering the general lighting market with applications based 

on LED technology. This shows that consumption behaviour is going in the right direction, 

because  although  the  efficiency  is  still  lacking  in  performance  compared  with  CFL,  the 

demand  for  ‘green’  technology seems  to  be  rising  which  is  obviously  stimulated  by  the 

awareness of  the consequences of ‘global warming’. Once certification schemes have been 

put in practice and a dominant design has emerged, meaning that the industry and consumers 
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are  on  the  same  line  of  thought  when  it  comes  to  the  features  and  design  of  the  SSL 

applications,  SSL  technology  is  likely  to  become  a  disruptive,  if  not  a  very  disruptive 

technology for the general lighting market.   

6.2 Diffusion

The main body of the thesis contains many ideas about how to stimulate diffusion of 

SSL technology for general  illumination practices.  What follows is an enumeration of the 

discussed possibilities, and the only thing that rests after this thesis is finished is to get the 

word out  there,  the more  people read and talk  about  SSL technology the more  rapid the 

diffusion will be, which will hopefully have the effect of further increasing market demand 

for SSL technology in order to step out of the niche markets and onto the general illumination 

market.     

6.2.1 Action Plan

In an attempt to answer the sub question about diffusion: “How can we stimulate diffusion 

of SSL technology?” Follows an enumeration of ideas to be implemented by government and 

industry. These ideas might seem incomplete, or not suitable in a given EU member state’s 

context, but in the same fashion that lamp manufacturers should start thinking about shifting 

production towards more efficient lighting techniques, the only thing the individual can do is 

try.  

   

1) For governments and industry to focus on certification and standardization.
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2) Start  working  on  campaigns  to  inform  consumers  about  the  possibilities  of  SSL 

technology for general illumination practices.∗

3) Give more ‘direct’ attention to the widespread opportunities of SSL technology on 

EU-level. Acknowledge that sustainable technologies like these might be the only way 

to achieve many of the MDGs by 2015.   

4) For governments, “to facilitate R&D collaborations between research institutions and 

industry” (Irvine-Halliday, D. & Platanova, 2007), like the FP7’s ‘OLLA’ project.

5) For governments of every individual EU-member state: Focus research towards the 

possibilities of abandoning inefficient means of lighting, on EU-level this step might 

be too radical, but on national level the opportunities are there.

6) In the same way as point 5 try to focus towards the implementation of EU energy 

labels on national level for electronic appliances and buildings.

7) “Providing  financial  incentives  to  enterprises  to  develop  and  market  SSL 

products.” (Ibid).

8) “Investing into the areas of SSL technology R&D which are high risk to the private 

sector” (Ibid). This can prevent industries to fall into lock-in situations and make them 

less vulnerable to new waves of technology.

 The first step is currently being made towards more efficient means of lighting by promoting the use of CFL 
instead of in incandescent bulbs.
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These eight ideas are opportunities for government and industry to stimulate diffusion derived 

from the conducted research on the development of SSL technology. On individual level there 

are of course also many ways to contribute. Here the social group ‘media’ presents a great 

instrument for individuals to participate in the shift towards sustainable technologies, as there 

are countless websites devoted to the development of SSL technology.

6.3 Change 

Like disruptive technology, technological  change is also a concept which seems to 

lead its own life. Therefore the aim here is not to dive into different STS theories on socio-

technical  change,  but instead try to focus on what we have reached so far, and from that 

extract an answer to the main research question “How will this technology change the way we 

think about illumination?” I have struggled a long time with the thought about the problem 

that would have inevitably had to be deal with at some point. Namely the fact that every 

outcome in the conclusion part of the thesis would be leaning towards speculation. This is 

what makes the answer to such a broad question so difficult to answer, no matter the quantity 

or quality of the research someone conducts, the outcomes can always turn out to be total 

opposite to the authors ideas. Nevertheless we will continue. The positive aspect about the 

technological change towards SSL technology is that the technology is so much more than 

just an artefact, as we have seen there are endless possibilities ranging from general lighting 

to medical treatment, to water purification, and hopefully many more in the nearby future. 

When it comes to general lighting, consumers will not only have a perfectly dimmable 

source of light, but also every colour to choose from in the RGB-spectrum. Everywhere in a 

building  people  will  have  the  option  to  create  the  perfect  ambiance  suitable  for  every 

situation. As mentioned previously the ideological answer to the research question would be 
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that by making the choice for SSL solutions –once the price/quality ratio reveals that SSL is 

the  best  and  most  efficient  means  of  lighting  available  on  the  market–  for  home  usage, 

consumers  will  have  thought  about  climate  change  and  have  adapted  their  consumer 

behaviour to this. With the energy label initiative for buildings –in much the same fashion as 

the energy label example from Chapter 2– which will become compulsory in the Netherlands 

from  the  1st of  January  2008,  consumer  behaviour  towards  ‘green’  will  hopefully  be 

stimulated even more. But what we are talking about here is as you can imagine only a small 

fraction of our consumer society, a large portion of the masses will still make the choice for 

the product with the lowest purchase price. If you for example have a light in your closet 

which you switch on maybe once or twice a day for about a minute, than most people will 

definitely not choose for a CFL or SSL solution, unless they can compete with the low price 

of incandescent. 

As we have seen, efforts are currently being made in order to transform the locked-in 

lighting  industry towards  more  efficient  means  of  lighting,  but  this  will  certainly  not  go 

overnight. From what I have learned about SSL solutions for general illumination practices, 

through reading different literature, communicating with involved actors in– and outside the 

lighting industry, and by conducting this master thesis, my opinion is that SSL will have a lot 

of influence when it comes to ‘state of mind’, or the mood of people. Imagine those gloomy 

days during the winter season when people go to work when its still dark, and once they are 

done  it  has  become  dark  again,  this  can  make  people  very  depressed  and  even  sad. 

Illumination holds the opportunity to become something pleasant again,  not just  the usual 

necessity to make something visible, but something with a positive effect on peoples state of 

mind. With SSL people have the opportunity to enjoy light more then ever, think about the 

effect Edison’s invention has had on American society,  illumination became something so 
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culturally permeated that it even influenced the spoken language (Bijker, 1995: 222). When 

daylight  is  scarce  indoor  illumination  will  make  people  feel  better,  which  also  holds 

opportunities  for  the  increase  of  peoples  productivity.  To  speak  with  Dr.  Dave  Irvine-

Halliday, founder of the LUTW foundation: “SSL is the lighting of the third millennium and 

it has arrived!” (Irvine-Halliday, D. & Platanova, 2007).
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